









MATERIALIZATIONS OF FAITH ON Mt ATHOS









“Monasticism… artificially organizes a milieu that is apart from, outside of, and closed to the natural milieu where ordinary men live a secular life and that tends almost to be its antagonist… the only means of escaping profane life fully and finally is escaping life altogether”  (Durkheim 1965, p.55)

This paper addresses Durkheim’s classic distinction of the “sacred” from the “profane” (Ibid, p.p.52-3) by illustrating two contemporary uses of what is thought to be “sacred” in two Christian Orthodox monasteries. The ethnographic material that I have gathered during my fieldwork in the monastic Republic of Athos derives from living in the neighbouring rival monasteries of Vatopaidi and Esfigmenou for extended periods (2002-2004) and participating in all aspects of monastic life, as well as talking at length to individual monks. I paid particular attention to miraculous icons, relics, legends and prophecies, which are deeply rooted in the Orthodox tradition, and still play an important role in the daily life of the monasteries.

The Republic of the Holy Mount of Athos is a mountain isolated by the Aegean Sea surrounding the eastern peninsula of Chalkidiki, northern Greece. The peninsula is divided into twenty autonomous territories consisting of a cardinal monastery and its dependencies. On the map it forms a long extended finger in the sea, which in reality it makes access to and in the peninsula extremely difficult. There are no roads but only paths crossing through the wild Athonian forest. Furthermore, there is no access from the mainland as the Republic is separated from the villages of Ierissos and Ouranoupolis at its northern borders by a thick wild forest, almost impossible to cross.

In my discussions with monks, my first question was always the typical one: “Why did you decide to become a monk?” The answers varied, revealing various personal motives for monastic life. But the common element in all answers was that of “prayer”. The monks underline the importance of the Jesus prayer in their lives as the way for them to devote themselves to God, and “pray for the world”. According to the monks, the prayer’s great potentiality with its miraculous, protective and healing qualities can only be fully realised within the borders of the Republic. The monks describe the world outside Athos as a “material” one, full of desire, passions, individualism and disappointment. It is a world of “sin” opposed to the world inside the Holy Mount, which they describe as “spiritual”.

The monastic ordination of koura (“tonsure”) through which a young novice becomes a monk is a cleansing ritual of his secular past, which the monks understand to be infected by the general moral decline and profanity of the outside world. The monks say that the rite of koura is a “second birth” in which the novice “dies”, and is born again in-between life and death, Paradise and Hell, in a liminal state of existence, illustrating Turner’s concept of “liminality” (1967, p.p.93-98). After the symbolic death of the novice, he is born again a “virgin”, and he has to remain virgin, no matter if he actually lost his virginity before joining the monastery when he was living in the outside world. It is this idealization of the moral value of virginity of the monastic body, which I will start from.


The Holy Mount: A Moral Landscape

The rule of the Avaton, the prohibition of women from the peninsula, was preserved throughout the Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, the Greek Nation State, and nowadays, the EU.The tradition says that when Mary and St John were on their way to meet Lazarus a storm forced them to look for a shelter at the site where today the monastery of Iveron stands. Because of Mary’s rescue at the shores of the Athonite peninsula, the Republic has been named as the “Garden of Theotokos’” (meaning the “Mother of God”), and allegedly no woman has crossed into this holy territory ever since. The rule dates back to the pre-recognition of the Republic as an independent monastic state by the Byzantine Emperor Vasillios I in 885AC, which stated that women and laymen, in particular shepherds were –and still are- forbidden to enter through the borders, in order to protect the virginity of the landscape, which in turn symbolizes the virginity of Mary. Consequently, the relationship of each individual monk to the Virgin, the “owner” of the holy land, is a personal one, as each monk during his ordination makes a life-contract with Mary, that he will obey the laws of this land in order to enjoy her Garden.

For the monks, the prohibition of women is a matter of tradition that highlights their disconnection from the “cosmopolitan” world of the seculars. In a meeting in 2002, the European Parliament discussed extensively the case of Mt Athos in relation to the constitutional rights of women, who as equal members of the EU have the right to enter all European cultural sites, since both men and women pay taxes to their government and subsequently to the EU, which funds the Athonian monasteries. The problem is not resolved. Women are still not allowed to enter, and the position of the Orthodox Church remains unclear on the matter. Nineteen of the twenty monasteries (with the exception of Esfigmenou) accept the money but cannot change tradition, because in their argument the Avaton reflects the ideal of monastic life as separated from modern life.

The monastery of Vatopaidi, located at the north east of the peninsula, is dedicated to the Annunciation of the Virgin. The monks of the monastery are proud of their tradition that connects them to the most important religious figure in Athos. The monastery keeps eight miraculous icons of Mary, each one associated with a series of miracles and apparitions that demonstrate her qualities, her virginity, forgiving, and mother-like protective nature. One of the icons called Our Lady Antiphonitra, meaning “Lady Counter-Voice”. It portrays Mary with a re-assuring mother-like smile holding little Jesus. The Byzantine icon narrates the legend of the pilgrimage of the Serbian princess Placidia, who when visited the monastery heard Mary’s voice coming from the icon and ordering: -“Stay where you are and walk no further. How dare you, a woman, come to this place?” This story has been allegedly repeated in modern times to a Greek female journalist who dressed as a man, tried to enter the peninsula only to be warned away by the same voice. The monks often tell this story in response to the visitors’ questions over the Avaton. The modern version of the story is a variation of the older one, as it has gained a legendary value making it an integral part of the modern mythological jigsaw of the Republic. 

However, the historical truth behind the prohibition is to be found in the First Typicon of Mount Athos, the book with rules of conduct of monastic life drawn in 964AC by Athanasios the Athonite and the Byzantine Emperor Nicephoros Fokas (963-969) and ratified by the Emperor Tsimiskis in 972AC. The book established the rule of Avaton together with the new borders of Mount Athos drawn against the borders of the town of Ierissos for reasons no other than economical and geographical. The locals of Ierissos had been in a long-standing conflict with the monastery of Kolovos situated near the edge of the peninsula, over the land, which Kolovos rented to them for their animals to use. The monastery charged a very high price for the land. But other nearby monasteries had their own claims over the land (Papachrysanthou 1992, p.p.140-1). The conflict was resolved by the exclusion of all females, and shepherds, so that the land was left untouched.
 
In my discussions with monks, the miraculous icons of Mary symbolized her invisible presence in the monastery protecting their monastic virginity from temptation. In turn, the monks connect it to the Athonian wild forest and their harmonic symbiosis within nature. The ideal virginity of the Athonian landscape reflects the monastic values of celibacy and virginity, which are both parts of the “angelic way” that the monks have to follow after they have been “assigned” or “called” by God (Matthew 19:10-12; Corinthians 7), in order to live “like angels in heaven” (Matthew 22:30). They associate the virginity of the landscape with the ideal form is natural and pure. They see themselves living in total harmony with the natural environment, in continuity. They do not consume any meat because they considered it to be “polluted”, as it is morally associated to desire. Their daily program is coordinated according to the four seasons, as the monks spend more time in their cells during the cold winters praying or doing their spiritual exercises, while in the spring, when the days are warmer and longer, spend more time outside their cells working at the fields for the coming winter. This cyclical and repetitive conception of time is accompanied by the annual religious calendar of celebrations, feasts and fasting days that starts on the first day of January. 

Nowadays, the increasing connection of the peninsula to the world and the tourist industry based on the nostalgic belief among visitors that this is the last “virgin paradise” on the planet, contradict the tradition of the landscape itself. The number of visitors who want to pay their respects to the miraculous Garden has reached more than fifty thousand per year (Macedonia Greek newspaper, 28/8/2005, p.31) and the waiting time for a visit can last up to two months. I refer to visitors in the sense that they are also individual pilgrims, as access is restricted to non-Christians. The Republic is a “heritage site” (Throsby 2001, p.84-5) with a religious purpose: pilgrimage.  In this sense, the faster the visitor-pilgrims move from one monastery to another and leave Athos (two nights maximum stay), the more visitors a monastery gets a year, the more money it makes.

Furthermore, the landscape is not as “virgin” as it is presented to visitor-pilgrims, but has been transformed several times in the past mainly because of the great fires of 1580, 1622, 1891 (Eleseos and Papaghiannis 1994, p.48), and most recently, in August 1990, and February 2004, and is constantly changing. Priest-monk Eleseos of Simonopetra has identified as the main ecological problem of Athos the desertification of the land, especially at the south of the peninsula, because of the great fire of 1990, and because of the over-extraction of wood from the forest, in order to sell it in the market (Ibid, p.p.51-4). Eleseos observes that the introduction of telecommunications, water pipes, machines, and electrical generators into the peninsula “threat the calmness, form and function of the environment… The pollution of the space from concrete and liquid waste could be out of control” (Ibid, p.43, my translation).

Therefore, the moral value of virginity preserves the separation of the peninsula from the rest of the world by the strict moral borders of an ideal world, which is described by the monks as “our tradition”. It is through their tradition that the Mount is naturalized as the ideal place for prayer, making it the sacred space in which individuals with different backgrounds are all ideally unified under the protection of Mary. The image of the monks in their black cassocks and long beards holding a rosary and silently praying to the sky represents them as a natural part of the Athonian forest, because their presence is naturalized and homogenized through their eternal tradition. In this way and through the Orthodox tradition, the monastic Republic self-proclaims its sacredness, in sharp opposition to a modern profane world of sin, conflict, and change.






The ownership of the land that surrounds the neighbouring monasteries of Vatopaidi and Esfigmenou has been in dispute for a long time, since the Father Gregorios Palamas’ death. In 1335, Palamas was appointed Abbot of Esfigmenou, but spent his final years in isolation in the forest near Vatopaidi on the land under dispute. Their dispute is a “matter of Faith”: the monks of Vatopaidi, the most modernized community in Athos, call the zealots of Esfigmenou “fundamentalists”, because of the latter’s idealism of monastic life and denial of the material world. In opposition, the zealot monks of Esfigmenou think of the monks of Vatopaidi as “false monks” and “conspirators”, because of their adoption of technology, which, according to Esfigmenou, contributes to the “systematic elimination” of Athonian tradition.

Esfigmenou is called the “heart” of the “Old-Calendarist” Church. This is a sect of the Orthodox Church that does not accept the change of the old Byzantine Julian calendar to the modern Gregorian calendar that took place in 1924, as a “matter of faith”. A black flag with a human skull hangs over the monastery’s tower with the words “Orthodoxy Or Death” ascribed on it. Esfigmenou’s greatest threat is the “evil global conspiracy” organized by the Pope who wants to unify the world under his power and eliminate “true Orthodoxy” (Jacob Monk 2000). The monastery’s activities extend to the secular world. The Abbot blesses far-right religious groups, such as St Vasillios and ELKIS, as Esfigmenou’s reputation of zealotism is steadily increasing. It is a characteristic example that if you “search” in Google for Vatopaidi and Esfigmenou, the “modernizers” of Vatopaidi have just about five hundred entries, while the so-called “fundamentalists” of Esfigmenou having almost as many (3/2006). As the announcement of the Holy Committee of Athos assessed in February 2003, the politics of Esfigmenou have “certainly a cosmic character” (2003, p.35), because of the brotherhood’s publicized attacks to the “Patriarch of Constantinople” (Istanbul) calling him a “traitor to the Orthodox nation” at the Greek media. Esfigmenou rejects the central authority of the Holy Committee in Karyes, which constitutes of representatives of the twenty monasteries, by denying sending a representative. In response, the Committee issued an eviction note to the “occupiers” of Esfigmenou (2003, p.4), which recently led to the injury of seven monks during a well-publicised fight between monks of the two rival monasteries over the chapel on the land of Palamas (Reuters “Greek Monks Clash on Mount Athos” Dec 20 2006).

In supporting their claims of “true Orthodoxy”, Esfigmenou adopted an otherwise American Protestant prophecy that interprets the barcode number on all products in the modern market as the number of the Beast in John’s Revelation. In fact, this idea of a coming End with the rise of the industrial world and in connection to the number Six-Six-Six was first “prophesised” by the American Anglican Mary Stuart Relfe in the nineteenth century and was brought to Athos by zealot travelling monks in the 1970s (Moustakis 1983, and Kirtatas 1994). Such contemporary versions as the one below develop a “persecution complex” among the zealots, an “apocalyptic mission” (Hall 1997, p.361).

“These things happened and will happen. They are already written in the prophecies; they are history. One of them says exactly of the time of the abolishment of the Avaton of Athos, and of the stigmatisation of people with the mark of the Beast and the unification of the world under the Antichrist Pope. At this day, which is not far away, the rock of Athos is going to collapse in the sea and the earth will be turned apart to pieces by a huge wave. Water is going to cover two thousand meters of the mountain and only thirty-three meters will remain above the sea level. Sixty-five of the monks of Esfigmenou, the most righteous ones, are going to follow Virgin Mary to the top of the mountain in order to witness the coming of the End of Time and to give evidence to the people of the world that this tragedy took place because of the sins of the monks of Athos, and that they should be prepared for Judgment Day.”  (Interview with Priest-monk M. of Esfigmenou November 2002)

Through such prophecies, which are rich in symbolism (for instance, the thirty-three metres of the mountain that will remain uncovered refer to the age of Jesus) the monks draw the moral boundaries of their community in opposition to the other monasteries of Athos. Besides the obvious connection to global warming and the real danger of the sea rising and covering the peninsula, as well as the political connotation of “the abolishment of the Avaton” attached to it, the prophecy, above all, reassures the monks of their choice for this particular monastery in the promise of salvation for sixty-five of its members, the “most righteous ones”. Today, a hundred and thirty monks live in the monastery, which means that only half of its brotherhood will be saved. The prophecy challenges the sacred unity of Esfigmenou dividing it into good and bad monks: in fact, the population of the monastery consists of seventeen different ethnic groups of monks, which are independent of each other, as each group has its own timetable, church, confessor, and language. Inner conflicts over “matters of Faith” between competitive groups, such as the Greeks and the Russians, are a daily spectacle in the monastery.

By contrast, the monks of Vatopaidi enthusiastically accept the increasing opportunities, which the new technology offers to their religious institution in the free market, by using the Internet to advertise the monastery’s products to the world, from organic wine to copies of miraculous icons. For instance, a pilgrim consumer can buy “holy” products from commercial sites such as “Monastery Products on Line” at www.monasteryproducts.org (​http:​/​​/​www.monasteryproducts.org​), or even virtually visit the Church of Vatopaidi at www.ouranoupoli.com/athos (​http:​/​​/​www.ouranoupoli.com​/​athos​) (15/3/2006). It is the younger generations of Vatopaidian monks who revived an otherwise declining way of life, coming into Athos in waves during the 1990s (Sidiropoulos 2000, p.p.154-5) bringing with them a new way of life from the outside world. The young monks are highly educated with degrees in law, marketing, economics, medicine, and theology (Mantzaridis 2005, p.2). They have also experienced the competitive nature of the free market and responded in positive ways to the opportunities opening for the monastery as a religious institution in the world.

In Economies of Signs and Space, Lash and Urry argue that the new economic and “symbolic” processes of the market affect the social life of the institutions and the way people conduct themselves (1994, p.108). In Vatopaidi, the younger generation of monks has introduced a practical and productive way of working together as a community based on the co-operation of monks from different ranks within a spirit of communication, instead of age-related domination of one monk over another. In their daily life, they work on horizontal systems of mobilization and co-operation, similar to the Internet’s horizontal systems of mobilization of users from around the world. In these systems of spiritual re-production marketed on videos and cd-roms, they co-operate with each other and with secular people from the outside the monastery, in order to transmit their Faith from its roots, that is, from the sacred source of their monastery to the profane world outside. In this context, the sacred becomes a commodity reproduced through the spiritual blessing of common items, such as the copies of miraculous icons, into thousands of miraculous products, distributed through a “meta-network” of “individuals, activities and locales around the world” (Castells 1996, p.508).

The most sacred item of Vatopaidi is the Holy Girdle of the Virgin Mary. The monks tenderly say that this piece of cloth is where “Jesus laid his head”. Miraculously, Mary’ belt is always wet. The power of the Girdle is manifested in material terms by a liquid that never stops trickling from the belt, the “Holy Moiré”. One miraculous product derives from Mary’s Belt consists of the hundreds of ribbons of white cloth that many evenings during my fieldwork the visitors (including me), pilgrims, and novices packaged in small plastic bags, ready to be sold in the Orthodox market. The white ribbons get their miraculous healing power from a blessing performed by the archontaris (“host-master”) that takes place in the Catholicon (main church). The archontaris elegantly touches each ribbon on the Girdle. He then says a prayer gently placing each blessed ribbon in a box. From the Catholicon, he takes the box of blessed ribbons to the first floor of the monastery, where visitors, novices and pilgrims help with the packaging. After packaging, the product is stored at the offices of the marketing department on the second floor. The monks first use email and mobile phones, then jeeps and boats, for the distribution of the miraculous ribbons to the faithful through a network of churches. The production of the miraculous item reveals two opposite hierarchical structures functioning at the same time in the daily life of the monastery:

Table: Division of Sacred Space in Vatopaidi

		Outside the monastery: Towards the Profane World

 2nd Floor: Offices of Elders and Young Educated Monks (High Tech), dentist, 
Elder Council/ Abbot’s room and office watching over the monastery from above

 1st Floor: Visitors, pilgrims, chapels and practice rooms
                        
 Ground Floor: Sacred Church (Catholicon), Refectory, Workshops, Bakery, Garden	

                 Inside the monastery: Towards the Sacred Self 
	
The first hierarchical structure has an economic and political character. Its highest peak is at the top floor where the offices of the Abbot and the council of the nine elders are situated, next to the offices with the computers where young monks work over economic or administrative matters. These are the monks who are dealing with the market outside the monastery. The ground floor is the lowest level, where ordinary monks work and pray as far as possible from the world outside the monastery. The middle floor is used for visitors and those priest-monks and novices who serve them. The second hierarchical structure is the spiritual one with its highest peak the ground floor of the monastery, the sacred ground of the monastery’s Catholicon, and the top floor at its lowest. This is based on the personal experiences of the monks, and because of this, its character reflects the spirituality of each monk regardless his rank. The hierarchical system is based on the co-operation of monks from different ranks, rather than age-related domination. “Hierarchy” should be understood in Dumont’s terms in relation to “equality”, as the former “presupposes” the latter (1972, p.306).  Furthermore, the two systems illustrate Leach’s ethnographic notions of “gumsa” and “gumlao” (1954), the former referring to egalitarian relationships of everyday life, the latter to the eternal hierarchy of both humans and spirits, which complement each other into a single system.

The two opposite hierarchical structures of Vatopaidi, one moving inwards with the practices of faith towards the religiously constructed “sacred Self” (Csordas 1994, p.276), and the other outwards to the world of politics and economics, also illustrate Ray’s and Sayer’s definition of the new cultural economies in terms of “culture” that comes from inside us (1999 p.5), and “economics… which are social, aesthetic, and geohistorically-specific” (Ibid p.6). The contemporary materializations of Mary form an economic-spiritual system, a “culture economy” (du Gay’s and Pryke 2002, p.p.4, 6) constructed on the moral value of virginity, with various meanings and interpretations that overlap each other, as the practice of food abstinence for instance, is as much a way of life as well as a moral and healthy example for the people of the “cosmopolitan” world outside Athos.

In Vatopaidi, the products of this system are famous for many miracles. The success of the ribbons depends on rumours. The monks have a number of stories of women who could not bear children, but after holding the ribbon and praying witnessed Mary and miraculously became pregnant. Such products form “economies of qualities” (Callon, Meadel, Rabeharisoa 2005) based on “the collaboration between supply and demand in a way that enables consumers to participate actively in the qualification of products” (Ibid, p.45). The successful selling of the ribbons depends on the spreading of the miraculous stories of the women affected. These stories are part of the modern mythology of the place. In these apparitions, Mary often sits on the bed of the woman inside her private bedroom, breaking into her private world. Other miracles include miraculous healings, warnings for accidents, and even exorcisms. Mary’s forgiving and protective nature reveals itself in moments of personal tragedy, offering re-assurance, and restoring the health and order of the mind of the pilgrim. In turn, the faithful woman’s personal life becomes public property, as the revelations and apparitions of Mary publicly celebrate the Faith of the believer, and in a Durkheimian sense, the whole Orthodox community itself.

From this perspective the economic aspect of selling the ribbons is of less importance than the actual mythological value of the source, the Girdle. The stories of contemporary miracles have kept their oral form. They are occult modern stories that can be heard on isolated religious radio stations and religious TV channels, or viewed in the Internet, as material evidence of the immaterial divine presence of Mary among the faithful consumers. The rapid expansion of such miraculous stories, similar to the rumours of prophecies of the Second Coming in Esfigmenou, reveals a network of communication of pilgrims from around the world centralized around each monastery. 
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